
The Public Investment Corporation has been pursuing a court order forcing Ayo to return the R4,3-
billion that had been invested in December 2017. Ayo has persisted in using the cash at its disposal, 
still entirely derived from the PIC investment, to make acquisitions and pay dividends. In this regard 
can Ayo address the following: 
 
A clarification point before we address the questions themselves: You continue to refer to Sekunjalo 
as the controlling shareholder of AYO, despite the fact that (1) Sekunjalo does NOT have a direct 
investment in AYO, (2) the indirect ownership of Sekunjalo in AYO (through its subsidiary AEEI) is 
exactly the same (29%) as the PIC’s investment in AYO, and (3) Sekunjalo does not have any Board 
representation at AYO, unlike the PIC. Therefore, it is incorrect to refer to Sekunjalo as AYO’s “ultimate 
controlling shareholder”.  
 
For further edification, it is important to note that in 2020, AYO took similar media inaccuracies to the 
Press Ombudsman whereby it was agreed by all parties concerned, that AYO can no longer be referred 
to as “Iqbal Surve’s” or “Sekunjalo’s” or any inference that places these two entities above any other 
shareholder, in the media’s positioning and naming conventions when it comes to describing AYO’s 
ownership in the press. 
 
AYO has many successful cash generating businesses, it is therefore incorrect to keep referencing the 
cash position of AYO as the PIC’s money. 
 
Before answering each question specifically, we would like to bring to your attention that AYO is a 
solid, profitable business, which has been in existence for nearly a quarter of a century. It has a number 
of operating subsidiaries, all of which (except for one) deliver good financial results year after year.  

1. Is this use of the cash not reckless given that Ayo might have to return R4,3-billion?  

AYO is not reckless and is confident of its position. Every investment undergoes a strict due 
diligence process, evaluation of assets/liabilities and strategic fit within the group’s portfolio. 

If AYO was to suspend all acquisition activities awaiting the outcome of a pending litigation, 
this would constitute a reckless (in)activity and will thus, erode value for all its shareholders - 
including the PIC. That would be reckless.  
 
AYO is far from being the only company with pending cases in the legal system, and like any 
other company, continues to do “business as usual” while engaging with all its stakeholders 
and awaiting due process to take its course.  
 
Additionally, it is important to note that although there is a pending legal matter, AYO 
continues to protect and promote the interests of ALL its investors, including the PIC, growing 
the value of their investment being the most important one. If you compare the NAV of the 
Group at listing to today, you will see that AYO has grown significantly over the period, which 
is what an investment is supposed to do – grow in value. Therefore, “reckless” is certainly not 
the correct word to describe a business, which is acting in the best interest of its investors.  
 

2. Apart from the application to reclaim the money, the PIC has made a further application to 
preserve the funds. One can infer that Ayo is trying to dissipate the funds before potentially 
losing control over it. Can you comment? 
 
There is no preservation order and never has been. 
 



AYO is NOT trying to dissipate funds. Quite the contrary. More than three years after the initial 
investment, AYO still holds R3,2 billion in cash after making certain investments.  As any 
investment fund manager will tell you, investing funds is far more beneficial to their owner 
(be it person or a company) than holding on to cash at hand (other than what is necessary for 
funding operating expenses), as inflation erodes the value of the capital.  
 
AYO’s board and investment committee have been more than prudent in this period and have 
not approved an investment, unless they were adequately satisfied with the investment’s 
value, return potential and strategic fit. 
 

3. According to the financial statements Ayo has withdrawn significant amounts of money 
from its bank accounts, particularly at Bank of China, and placed it with two asset managers. 
Why has Ayo adopted this sudden change in the treatment of the cash it has up to now been 
content to leave in bank accounts to accrue interest? 
 
It is our responsibility as a group to have a robust treasury function to preserve funds, 
minimise risk and maximise returns. We are currently in a low interest rate , high-inflationary 
environment and we have adjusted to match our needs. 
 
As you may recall, the prime interest rate in South Africa went through six decreases in the 
last 18-months and is currently sitting at an all-time low.  
 
Given the low interest rate (as well as the high inflation rate) it would be irresponsible of AYO 
to keep cash in its bank accounts (again, other than what the company needs to finance its 
trading and operations), as the inflation rate is far higher than the interest rate and this will 
result in erosion of the value of the capital. Thus, the Board has evaluated various 
opportunities to improve the returns of AYO’s investment portfolio and has decided that at 
the present moment, placing funds with asset managers will serve to preserve the value of 
the investment, improve returns and spread the overall portfolio risk. 
 

4. Does the movement of cash into the hands of asset managers protect Ayo from a potential 
preservation order granted to the PIC? 

There is no preservation order. Please refer to the above 

The financial statements shed light on Ayo’s investment in 4Plus Technology Venture Fund Africa. It 
is explained that AYO had, by 31 August 2020, spent R183-million to acquire 22% of 4Plus and that 
4Plus consists of equity investments in Loot, IOL, ACM and Volt. In this regard can AYO clarify: 
  

1. Why AYO persisted in acquiring equity in 4Plus after its initial R75-million investment had 
been impaired to around R5-million as per AYO’s previous financial statements? The 
additional investment has likewise been impaired. Is this not a predictable waste of 
money?   

2. Has Ayo bought more equity in 4Plus after 31 August? 
3. Loot, IOL and Volt (previously Independent Digital Lab) all belonged to Sagarmatha 

Technologies which in turn is ultimately fully owned by Sekunjalo Investment Holdings. It 
follows that 4Plus has purchased these assets in part or in whole from Sekunjalo. Since 4Plus 
is funded by AYO it also follows that AYO is using the money received from the PIC to buy 
assets (potentially very poor ones) from its own ultimate controlling shareholder Sekunjalo. 
This seems to be part of a general pattern of AYO using the money received from the PIC to 



principally enrich Sekunjalo and associated individuals or businesses. Can AYO comment on 
this interpretation of the 4Plus investment?  

4. Another component of 4Plus is Africa Community Media (ACM). ACM was until at least 2017 
a 100% subsidiary of Independent Media. If 4Plus now owns it wholly or in part it follows 
that 4Plus has bought the asset from Independent which, like the other components of 
4Plus, is controlled by Sekunjalo. In this instance it appears that AYO has acquired a valuable 
asset belonging to Independent shortly before the prospect of Sekunjalo losing control of 
the media group due to the PIC’s pending liquidation application. It can be inferred that this 
is a kind of asset stripping aimed at keeping some Independent assets under Sekunjalo’s 
ultimate control by placing it in the AYO group. Can you comment on this inference?  

5. A company called Last Mile Logistics Africa also forms part of 4Plus. This company was 
registered by Lizaan Nel, the company secretary of AEEI and various other companies in the 
Sekunjalo group. Is this company owned by Ayo, AEEI or any other Sekunjalo controlled 
entity? 

  
 

AYO’s purpose and strategy is to become the largest Africa-based technology investment 
company with interests in technologies that promote life, business and economics. In order 
to achieve this objective, AYO considers and evaluates various technology-based subsidiaries 
and investments. The Group has prioritised several key industries, including e-commerce, 
remote working/learning, telehealth and green energy, amongst others, which we believe will 
grow exponentially in the next 5-10 years on the African continent and thus, present a scalable 
commercial opportunity. Hence, AYO has pursued sound investments in these areas. The 
investment in 4Plus is one such investment, as is the acquisition of Kathea Communications 
and Energy, which is in its finalisation stage and was announced on SENS towards the end of 
2020. 

 
You can refer to the SENS announcement dated 17 November 2020, which further details the 
rationale for the investment into 4Plus. This rationale remains unchanged.  
 
AYO is not in a position to comment on who 4Plus is purchasing business entities from, but 
the company does expect and accept, that as an investment vehicle, they purchase (or invest 
in) businesses owned (partially or in full) by other investors.  
 
AYO evaluates its interest in 4Plus regularly purely from an investment and strategic point of 
view and bases its decision to strengthen or dilute the investment further on this basis (as 
AYO does with all other investments). No further equity has been acquired at this point. 
 
AYO has made a minority investment of 20% in Last Mile Logistics Africa as declared on page 
21 of the company’s AFS. Logistics form a critical part of the eCommerce supply chain and is 
therefore complementary to AYO’s overall portfolio.   

 
Regarding impairment - many companies throughout the world have been significantly 
impacted by the pandemic in the last financial year and as a result, their overall value has been 
“impaired” in the short term. Examples include strong organisations that have actually 
survived the lockdowns and economic conditions – many more haven’t (Edcon being a prime 
example). This is not an AYO-specific phenomenon.  Impairment strategies may well continue 
-globally - into 2021 or until vaccines are secured and full economic activity resumes.  
 



Impairment is a judgement call and is not a write-off. Early stage eCommerce ventures are 
typically impaired by auditors. We still see tremendous value in our investments and these 
may be shown as fair value gains in the future. 
 
AYO, on the other hand, has once again taken the prudent approach (in the best interests of 
its stakeholders) and has been extremely conservative with the valuation of its underlying 
investments. This has had a significant impact/rise to impairments in the reporting period.  
 
As already explained, 4Plus is purely an investment for AYO – one of many. AYO is not the 
controlling shareholder of 4Plus. Similarly, ACM is not a subsidiary of AYO and AYO has no 
direct interest in the business whatsoever. We cannot comment on any transactions 
happening between the two parties, although can see the strategic fit of ACM within the 4Plus 
portfolio. 
 

Another transaction referred to in the financial statements is a R48-million loan to Bowwood and 
Mainstreet no. 180. This related to the prospective acquisition of Bowwood by SGT. The loan would 
be repaid by the issue of Bowwood shares to SGT. In effect AYO was paying for SGT’s purchase of 
Bowwood. The deal fell through due to SAAB exercising an option to buy Bowwood’s shares in SAAB, 
but the design of the transaction raises questions. 
  
Bowwood is 40% owned by Sekunjalo. It follows that AYO was once again paying Sekunjalo for an 
asset. AEEI owns 60% of both Bowwood and SGT while AYO owns 40% of SGT.  
  

1. As above, can AYO explain why it is so frequently using the PIC money to buy assets from 
its own controlling shareholder even while there is a pending case to reclaim virtually all 
AYO’s cash?  
  
AYO uses AYO’s money to buy assets. It has its own cash generating operations. The PIC is an 
investor alongside many others. 

 
To reiterate, it is AYO’s duty as an investment group, to identify, evaluate and actively pursue 
opportunities to grow capital and deliver returns to its shareholders. The results have been 
shown in the financials, with an increased NAV and liquid operating capital to continue to fulfil 
its mandate as laid out in its 2017 PLS. 
 
 

AYO accepts that it is the media’s job to report on business, however, contrary to previous 
engagements with yourself and amaBhungane, AYO trusts that its position as a solid, sound entity will 
be given just representation, as it is extraordinary for an investment company such as AYO that is 
safeguarding its assets and growing its business, to be called into question in this manner. 

 
 
  


